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EATING RELIGION

Good and plenty, wind whispers, 
such as there is. Farm kids know in their bones
whatever religion is, there’s food
involved.
          Biscuit puff balls swell 
kids into blossom. Ham steak halos 
make them gleam like beech bark 
in rain. Dumplings bounce down spiral 
stairs of  their ribs and omelets 
fluff  their bellies. Leaf  lard bubbles 
leaves of  dough into powdered 
sugar desert that foams  
the kids’ lips.
Taste the earth, they hear
in the strawberry patch-wilderness 
toads and turtles tumble. A belched chorus  
blesses everyone. Eat so nothing 
spoils. Waste, the only sin
hulks eternally close.
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SEEDS & NESTS

Native Son nodded over a seed catalog full of  okra mung bean 
radish & beet grenades

     and purple floodlights of  flowering kale stroking lush-thighed
          eggplant’s translucent snake pants

He’d felt something weird taking place on the prairie for months 
muttering twitches lip pursings & knuckle cracks

     buttercrunch crinkles as surprising as the sunsets everyone 
grew so solemn about

The castle’s sod roof  creaked & leered above him glistening with 
crawlies & slithers

     blackberry nests ground pine & cherry pungent as mashed 
walnuts & fermenting burdock

The catalog slumped from his hands

Waist-deep wading the GreatPlains Slough in muddy twilight
     he reached inside GreatPlains grabbags of snake holes & snapper 

dens dodging red-winged blackbirds shaking their fists and 
mocking him with guttural Cyrillic texts and saw marsh 
grass tips sketch the wind as though decoding messages 
crickets & cicadas spent their lives singing

He stared at the grass & damp roots until he felt snakeslip & 
cattail slide delicate lingerie of  earth on & off  & up along 
his spine

   not to mention down
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He couldn’t believe the ways he began to see nests throb & 
beckon

He’d never thought about them that way but why not
A nest is a net he realized
a safe house among marshes thumping with bulrushes’ starchy 

beat tamarack & fern fingers jumping in place and 
catalpas’ swollen thumbs

Everything flies he blinked for focus and felt his head spin before 
take-off

seeds into sycamore leaves green bats into furry butterflies and 
those fuzzy angels the hummingbirds

       vanish

  wherever I look
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BIGFOOT’S BACK IN TOWN!

 These guys don’t want to find Bigfoot—
 They want to be Bigfoot.
  —Robert Michael Pyle, Where Bigfoot Walks

Life’s so good in the land of  the elk, the Dutch oven, and the fat 
grizzly,

     what brings him and six feet of  diamondback rattler
          looping his neck like 

castanets? Good question you forget once he struts like an oak 
trunk walking 

     wrapped in bear and buffalo fur, daring you or any 
          flatfoot try to disrespect 

or diminish him. You should say: Where were you when I had to 
choose

     the fork in the trail, how many eons ago?
          Problem is, his hair’s 

better than yours—way, senator-grade better––down to each curl’s 
glossy

     quiver.  Forget that your scars don’t show. Who cares
          that you can explain 

each of  your canines with a straight face? You can only stare at the 
juicy slab

     of  mane and lick your lips as he yells Let’s sail away 
          in our skins! or Child support’s
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a plot! And when he shouts Responsibility betrays carnivores!
     his tone, his ivory tusks, and his roar’s volume
          curdle your blood. 

[   [   [

The louder he claims he’s free, 
     the more he starts to resemble your brother-in-law
          on opening day––as in, how many beers will he drain

before furniture
     starts to break. That’s when he drops the nicknames 
          you thought died in study hall. You feel their rusty grain 

gnash your spine’s 
     chain of  teeth. If  your knees and elbows crack
          while he swaggers like a statue of  the coach you’ve hated

all these years, invent
     any story to save you later in the Dew Drop 
          Inn. Explain how no one knows karate if  you get a good one

in first. Flash the smile
     made famous by your traffic finger as you wave
          your pure product of  America white-knuckled goodbye.
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ROSEMARY IN CLAY POTS 

Rosemary plants in plain clay pots on window sills worn by ocean 
weather. Somehow they resemble bonsai, only less fastidious. 
Their branches look like old men’s handfuls of  stiff  fingers. 
Nothing hurts, they say, long as we don’t move.

Lavender-colored blossoms scatter among the rosemary leaves, 
splashes of  color surprising more than beautiful. Like random 
leaks in galvanized milk buckets. Like children of  parents with 
good will but too little imagination.


